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Coronavirus (COVID-19)
By Deb Martin, RN, BSN

Description
Coronavirus (COVID-19) is a novel virus that
causes respiratory disease in persons infected,
which can range from mild symptoms such as a
common cold to more severe diseases – even
death. This course provides health care workers
with both individual and workplace practices to
help prevent the spread of transmission and ultimately keep patients, team members and the public safe.

began her nursing career working for five years in
the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at Covenant
Medical Center in Waterloo, Iowa.
Deb earned a registered nurse degree from
Allen College in Waterloo, Iowa, and a Bachelor of
Science in nursing from Coe College in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.

that was discovered in 2019 and has not been previously identified in humans.
The best way to prevent and slow down transmission of the coronavirus is to be well informed
about COVID-19, the disease it causes, and how it
spreads. Protect yourself and others from infection
by frequently washing your hands or using an alcohol-based rub, and avoid touching your face.

Objectives

Experts in senior care, CE Solutions provides
online health care continuing education and compliance training for long-term care, skilled nursing,
assisted living, home health, and hospice staff.

Upon completion, you will be able to:

Chapter 1 – Introduction

1. Explain the symptoms of coronavirus.
2. Describe how to protect yourself from COVID19.
3. Identify ways to protect others from COVID-19.
4. Explain how to properly disinfect surfaces and
areas.

What is Coronavirus or COVID-19?

Most people infected with the COVID-19 virus
will experience mild to moderate respiratory illness
and recover without requiring special treatment.
Older people, and those with underlying medical
problems like cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
chronic respiratory disease, and cancer are more
likely to develop a serious illness.

Coronaviruses (CoV) are a large family of viruses that cause illness ranging from the common
cold to more severe diseases such as Middle East
respiratory syndrome (MERS-CoV) and severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV).

Common signs of infection include respiratory
symptoms, fever, cough, shortness of breath, and
breathing difficulties. In more severe cases, infection can cause pneumonia, severe acute respiratory syndrome, kidney failure, and even death.

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is a new strain

continued on page 6
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ER Nurse Advocates for Patients
By Jess Lehman - English Teacher & Freelance Writer

For the first couple of days, the elderly patient
was kind and sweet. Then he seemed to hit a
breaking point. He became angry and aggressive.
He wanted to leave the hospital.
Nurse Elizabeth Liechty
knew she had to figure out
what was going on. The patient
had questions about his chronic
kidney disease diagnosis, so
Liechty sat down and explained
everything in detail to him.
At that point, Liechty recalled, the man looked at
her and asked, “You mean I’m not going to die from
this?”
“No, this is a condition you can live with,” Liechty
remembered telling him. “You have to have dialysis
for the rest of your life, but you’re not going to die
from this.”
The man burst into tears.
He told her the doctors had told him things he
didn’t understand and given him paperwork he didn’t know how to read. Liechty said her conversation
with the patient was a game-changer for him.
Some patients don’t know how to advocate for
themselves, Liechty explained, and they don’t know
what they don’t know. In this case, no one realized
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that the man couldn’t read or that he believed his
diagnosis was a death sentence.
“I was advocating for my patient,” Liechty said.
She made sure he understood his care and what
was happening to him.
Nursing has taught Liechty the importance of
using her voice.
“I have always been a fairly timid person in certain ways, and in nursing you just can’t be,” she
said. “So I’ve had to learn how to build a strong
backbone.”
She doesn’t talk with only the patients; she uses
her voice with the providers, too.
Liechty had one patient she took care of for three
days in a row. But the patient did not get better and
showed unexplainable symptoms. Liechty called
the doctor multiple times. She didn’t know what
was going on with the patient, but she pushed for
more tests.
“We need to look into things we have not looked
into,” Liechty recalled saying to the doctor. “We’ve
done some bloodwork, but there is other bloodwork
we could do.”
The doctor agreed to do more tests. They
learned the patient had an infection in the brain,

which was causing the strange symptoms.
“Part of being a good nurse is being a good
advocate,” Liechty said. “I’ve had to learn to really
use my voice in situations when I’m seeing a symptom that the provider doesn’t see.”
She explained that nurses play a pivotal role for
many patients. Nurses communicate with a team of
providers, social workers, case managers, and
pharmacists to make sure patients get everything
they need.
Liechty was not initially interested in a nursing
career, but she felt it was the direction God was
leading her. As she learned more about the profession, she decided it was a good fit for her.
The “blood and guts” of a nursing career didn’t
turn her off the way it did some people, but she
faced other challenges, including staff shortages or
having to work with fewer resources than she
thought necessary.
In 2016 she graduated from nursing school. She
first worked as a staff nurse on a pulmonary medicine progressive care unit. After two years there,
she felt she had learned what she could and needed a new challenge.
Now she works in an ER department. As a
continued on page 13
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Donn Force is a doctor of chiropractic. He’s particular about how you say his profession, as well as
being detail-oriented. That’s especially true when it
comes to fitness and well-being. Force was in practice for about 35 years, until 2009 when he retired
and opened his own community fitness center
where he has a health ministry. At age 73, he’s so
exceptionally fit that he’s going to be part of a local
university study.
“At a young age, I was very much into having a
healthy body,” he said. “I always wanted to have a
strong, healthy body like my mentor, Jack LaLanne.
I was intrigued by the possibility to have a healthy
body by natural means. The body is a self-healing
organism and it’s greatly influenced by the nervous
system. A healthy nervous system influences a
healthy immune system.”

If someone isn’t familiar with LaLanne, who was a
Articles appearing in this publication express the
fitness
and nutrition guru and motivational speaker
opinions of the authors; they do not necessarily
known
as “the Godfather of Modern Fitness,” Force
reflect the views of Gemini Concepts, Inc. Articles
directs
them to information and photos on the gym
are not intended to offer medical advice.
wall. LaLanne died at age 96.
Gemini Concepts, Inc. reserves the right to reject any
advertising. Acceptance of advertising does not imply
“I would exercise when he was on television and I
endorsement or approval of the product, advertiser,
read
his books,” he said. “I wanted to emulate him.
or claims by Gemini Concepts, Inc. The liability for
He
is
the epitome…He is the man.”
errors in text and advertising is limited to correction in
the next publication. Published advertising deadlines
Force’s boutique fitness center has all of the
are strictly observed and copy received after that
date will be included in a future issue. Publisher is not standard equipment, and the walls are covered with
responsible for errors in printing of schedule.
inspirational messages like “You are never too old
to set another goal or to dream a new dream” by
DIRECTIONS IN NURSING offers information gathered by press release, various reference sources C.S. Lewis. Since Force’s retirement, he has devotand individual contributions. Articles are relative to ed his time to his own demanding exercise routine,
licensed and support medical personnel, whose and to inspiring others. His wife Mary is as involved
employment is directly or indirectly related to the in fitness as he is, holding Pilates classes and
healthcare industry. Guest articles are welcomed. Zumba, among others.
Please include credentials when submitting articles
for consideration. Gemini Concepts, Inc. reserves the
He uses an old, heavy, metal wagon wheel rim as
right to select articles chosen for publication.
a hula hoop. Into his 60s, he competed as a weight
lifter. Yet he’ll also ride around town on his old-style
bike, without fancy gears, more the style Dorothy
rode in The Wizard of Oz.
“I do a lot of things. I want to impress other people, to let them know the possibility,” he said. “Just
because you get older doesn’t mean you can’t be a
fit, virile man your whole life.”
He’s made many free videos of his advice, techniques, and philosophy. One clip is about reversing
or diminishing sarcopenia, which is generally the
loss of muscle mass and strength, among other
things. The problem contributes to heart disease,
diabetes and cancer.
“Basically, they have to do progressive weight
training,” he said. “What you’re doing is building
your body back up, doing movements that build
muscle mass.”

Donn Force, Chiropractic Doctor.

He’s constantly engaged in conversations on
health, and campaigning for people to come and
work out at his gym, where he becomes their personal trainer and number one cheerleader. But it’s
not about the money for him. In fact, he doesn’t
want to sign anyone up if they aren’t going to come
to the gym and work on their health.
“90% of everyone who starts exercising quits.
Health clubs are making a fortune. I don’t want
your money if you’re not going to use the gym,” he
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said. He takes cash or check only and doesn’t have
people sign contracts. They can stop paying if they
stop going.
Force simply wants others to enjoy the benefits of
a healthy lifestyle as he does. He’s worked with
people in their 90s and at every age, believing
everyone has the ability to reap the rewards. He
introduces them to weightlifting with weights placed
on old-school bars, as well as boxing, and using a
rebounder (small trampoline). He urges people to
schedule work outs together and become friends in
exercise. He shows them what to do, from rowing to
using bands to other strategies he knows. With his
background, he can design stretches and movements for various fitness challenges individuals
might have.
The basis for all that he does is 1 Corinthians 6:
19, which he quotes as “The body is the temple of
the holy spirit.”
“That is me,” he said about the scripture. “That’s
my whole life. I want everyone’s temple to be
healthy, to honor God.”
One of his best tips: Take it real slow. He is
aware of how hard getting into an exercise routine
is for most people. He’s seen the typical situation
where someone starts out too aggressively and
quits in a week or so. He’s a proponent of walking,
fast walking, and sprinting. He sees slow jogging or
running long distances as being damaging for the
over 50 body.
“My advice to people is, never buy equipment. Go
to a fitness center and go regularly. Get someone to
help you train and turn your life around,” he said.
He and Mary are excellent dancers and will enter
contests, sometimes with her in a 50’s style dress
with her hair in a pony tail. After retiring from his
practice in a large city, they moved to a small town.
They ended up buying an old building next to the fitness center that had a ballroom which they
restored. They host dances and community theater
there.
“We do swing dances,” he said. “One thing you
don’t ever want to lose is your rhythm. If you lose
your rhythm, you’re old. You want to move fluidly to
music, whether fast or slow. Your movement should
never be mechanical. It should include grace and
energy.”
He’s alarmed by how out-of-shape many are, and
isn’t a fan of dieting, although he is particular about
what he eats. “It’s about caloric reduction,” he said.
“We eat too much food and we eat the wrong kind
of food. So we need to cut down on refined carbohydrates. Drink more water…”
Older people are of special concern to him. “I
enjoy working with people in their 50s. They need
guidance and I like to do anti-aging teaching. I try to
slow down the aging process.
“It’s easy to tell someone what to do. It’s not easy
to do it. The potential of the human body is amazing, at any age,” he said. “It’s never too late to get
your health back.” (see free videos at Donn Force
on Facebook)
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Putting the “Q” in Quarantine
By Susan Frances Bonner, RN, BSN; Author of Opening A Registered Nurse’s Eyes: A Life Altering Journey Across North America
On October 9, 2014 Local State and Federal
Bible, and hospitals called lazarettos, which were
ple who have or may have a contagious disease.
agencies declared themselves “Federal and State
intentionally constructed outside the city center,
Isolation separates sick people with a contagious
Quarantine and Isolation Authorities in response to
that existed by the first half of the 14th century in
disease from people who are not sick. Quarantine
the increased threat of bioterrorism after the World
Venice.”(2)
separates and restricts the movement of people
Trade Center attack in 2001 and worldwide spread
who were exposed to a contagious disease to see
of disease after the SARS outbreak in 2003.”(1)
Ancient people around the globe quarantined the if they become sick.”(4)
After these events the term quarantine became a
ill fairly quickly due to the size of the population
household word, but the word and practice goes
and the lack of basic medical knowledge that we
A person quarantined will be monitored twentyback centuries.
have today. In modern times we tend to use quarfour hours a day by highly specialized equipment
antine as a last resort. “In the United States, it took and personnel. It can be an intimidated experiTo find the origin of the word, we have to look
a bit of a process to develop any sort of national
ence. One that no one wants to go through. To be
back to the mid-14th century Europe. At that time,
quarantine policy. Like many matters, it originally
under quarantine is a necessary evil. But it is a
the bubonic plague, infamously known as the
fell to the states to handle the influx of infectious
practice that has been used for centuries. Our
Black Death, was ripping through the continent.
disease, but repeated outbreaks of yellow fever
ancestors knew the importance of keeping their
“Starting in 1343, the disease wiped out an estiprompted Congress to pass the National
population healthy and free of contagious disease.
mated one-third of Europe’s population. This
Quarantine Act in 1878, creating a path for federal
With all the modern knowledge, technology and
sweep of the plague resulted in one of the biggest
involvement. In 1892, a cholera outbreak nudged
resources that we have at a touch of a computer,
die-offs in human history—and it was an impetus
officials towards giving the federal government
can we?
to take action.
more authority to impose the requirements. By
1921, the quarantine system was completely
(1)https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL33201.pdf
Officials in the Venetian-controlled port city of
nationalized.”(2) “CDC has the legal authority to
(2)https://www.sciencefriday.com/articles/the-oriRagusa (now Dubrovnik, Croatia) passed a law
detain any person who may have an infectious dis- gin-of-the-word-quarantine/
establishing Trentino, or a 30-day period of isolaease that is specified by Executive Order to be
(3)https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/quarantinetion for ships arriving from plague-affected areas.
quarantinable.”(3) Currently there are ten types of
stations-us.html
No one from Ragusa was allowed to visit those
these diseases listed with Local, State and Federal
(4)https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/aboutlawsregships under Trentino and if someone broke the law, agencies that constitute the need for a quarantine.
ulationsquarantineisolation.html
they too would be isolated for the mandatory 30
days. The law caught on. Over the next 80 years,
There are guidelines for every Port of Entry into
Marseilles, Pisa, and various other cities adopted
the United States as well as every vehicle or
similar measures.
venue used to gain that entry. After a patient is in
need of isolation, they are transferred to one of the
Within a century, cities extended the isolation
Quarantine Stations. There are 20 operational staperiod from 30 to 40 days, and the term changed
tions in the US, which can be found on their webfrom Trentino to Quarantino—the root of the
site or you can contact them by phone at 800-232English word quarantine that we use today. While
4636 to request written information and a map of a
we can trace the word quarantine to the time of the station near you.
2513 Berlin Tpke. Newington, CT
Black Death, the practice of isolating the sick
860-666-2202
stretches back much further. In fact, references to
“There are two types of methods used to help
(For Reservations)
isolating people with leprosy can be found in the
protect the public by preventing exposure to peo-
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) - continued from front page

The COVID-19 virus spreads primarily through
when an infected person coughs or sneezes, so it
is important that you also practice respiratory etiquette (e.g., coughing into a flexed elbow).
Standard recommendations to prevent infection
spread include regular hand washing and covering
your mouth and nose when coughing or sneezing.
Avoid close contact with anyone showing symptoms of respiratory illness, such as coughing and
sneezing.
To date, there is currently no vaccine to prevent
COVID-19. However, there are many ongoing clinical trials evaluating potential treatments.
The best way to prevent illness is to avoid being
exposed to this virus. Consider that:
• The virus is thought to spread mainly from person to person.
○ Between people who are in close contact
with one another (within about 6 feet); therefore, it is best to practice social distancing.
○ Through respiratory droplets produced when
an infected person coughs or sneezes.
○ Droplets can land in the mouths or noses of
people who are nearby or possibly be
inhaled into the lungs.
How to Protect Yourself From COVID-19
1. Clean your hands often.
• Wash your hands often with soap and water
for at least 20 seconds, especially after you
have been in a public place or after blowing
your nose, coughing, or sneezing.
• If soap and water are not readily available,
use a hand sanitizer that contains at least 60
percent alcohol. Cover all surfaces of your
hands and rub them together until they feel
dry.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth
with unwashed hands.
2. Avoid close contact.
• Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
• Put distance between yourself and other
people if COVID-19 is spreading in your
community. This is especially important for
people who are at higher risk of getting very
sick.
How to Protect Others From COVID-19
1. Stay home if you’re sick.
• Stay home if you are sick, except to get
medical care.
2. Cover coughs and sneezes.
• Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue
when you cough or sneeze, or use the inside
of your elbow to cover your cough.
• Throw used tissues into the trash.
• Immediately wash your hands with soap and
water for at least 20 seconds. If soap and
water are not readily available, clean your
hands with a hand sanitizer that contains at
least 60 percent alcohol.
3. Wear a facemask if you are sick.
Page 6 Northeast DIN

• If you are sick: You should wear a facemask
when you are around other people (e.g.,
sharing a room or vehicle) and before you
enter a health care provider’s office. If you
are unable to wear a facemask (e.g.,
because it causes trouble breathing), then
you should do your best to cover your
coughs and sneezes, and people who are
caring for you should wear a facemask if
they enter your room.
• If you are not sick: You do not need to wear
a facemask unless you are caring for someone who is sick (and they are not able to
wear a facemask). Facemasks may be in
short supply, and they should be saved for
caregivers.
4. Clean and disinfect.
• Clean and disinfect frequently-touched surfaces daily. This includes tables, doorknobs,
light switches, countertops, handles, desks,
phones, keyboards, toilets, faucets, and
sinks.
• If surfaces are dirty, clean them using a
detergent or soap and water prior to disinfection.
Chapter 2 – Disinfecting Surfaces
To disinfect surfaces and areas, most common
EPA-registered household disinfectants will work.
Use disinfectants appropriate for the surface.
Bleach options include:
• Diluting your household bleach. To make a
bleach solution, mix:
○ 5 tablespoons (1/3 cup) bleach per gallon of
water or
○ 4 teaspoons bleach per quart of water
Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions for
application and proper ventilation. Check to ensure
the product is not past its expiration date, & never
mix household bleach with ammonia or any other
cleaner. Unexpired household bleach will be effective against coronaviruses when properly diluted.
Other disinfecting solutions can include:
• Alcohol solutions. Ensure the solution has at
least 70 percent alcohol.
• Other common EPA-registered household disinfectants. Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for all cleaning and disinfection products
(e.g., concentration, application method, and
contact time, etc.).

• If soap and water are not readily available, use
a hand sanitizer that has at least 60 percent
alcohol. Be sure to cover all surfaces of your
hands and rub them together until they feel dry.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth
with unwashed hands.
Health care personnel should also wash with
soap and water for the following clinical indications:
• Immediately before touching a patient
• Before performing an aseptic task (e.g., placing
an indwelling device) or handling invasive
medical devices
• Before moving from work on a soiled body site
to a clean body site on the same patient
• After touching a patient or the patient’s immediate environment
• After contact with blood, body fluids, or contaminated surfaces
• Immediately after glove removal
Proper Use of Hand Sanitizers
Washing hands with soap and water is the best
way to get rid of germs in most situations. If soap
and water are not readily available, as stated previously, you can use an alcohol- based hand sanitizer that contains at least 60 percent alcohol. You
can tell if the sanitizer contains at least that
amount of alcohol by looking at the product label.
Sanitizers can quickly reduce the number of
germs on hands in many situations. However, realize that:
• Sanitizers do not get rid of all types of germs.
• Hand sanitizers may not be as effective when
hands are visibly dirty or greasy.
• Hand sanitizers may not remove harmful
chemicals from hands like pesticides and
heavy metals.
Note: Swallowing alcohol-based hand sanitizers
can cause alcohol poisoning. Supervise the use of
hand sanitizers and keep them out of reach of
young children.
To properly use hand sanitizer:
• Apply the gel product to the palm of one hand
(check the label for the correct amount).
• Rub your hands together.
• Rub the gel over all of the surfaces of your
hands and fingers until dry – this should take
around 20 seconds.
Summary

Chapter 3 - Proper Handwashing Procedures
Washing your hands regularly and properly are
important in combatting the spread of the coronavirus. Consider the following recommendations
per the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC):
• Wash your hands often with soap and water for
at least 20 seconds, especially after you have
been in public or after you have blown your
nose, coughed, sneezed, or provided care.
• The easiest way to meet the recommended 20
seconds of handwashing is to hum the
“happy birthday” song from beginning to end
twice.

The coronavirus is a virus that causes respiratory illness. Discovered as a new strain in 2019,
there is currently no vaccine for its prevention and
treatment, however, research is underway. COVID19 is spread via person-to-person contact.
There are five key steps for people to follow to
protect their health and the lives of others:
• focus on handwashing
• coughing etiquette
• not touching your face
• social distancing
• staying home if feeling unwell
Northeast DIN Page 7

Mark Lentz, Family Nurse Practitioner and Rock Band Guitarist
By Cathy Shouse - a non-fiction journalist and author, and romance novelist

Mark Lentz’s path to
becoming an FNP (Family
Nurse Practitioner) was more
of a journey into his chosen
medical career rather than a
fixed destination. It’s taken
him many years and numerous workplaces and academic
studies to attain what he
wants. Now that he’s locked
into his desired profession as
an FNP, he continues to
explore his other interests as
well, which include playing in
a rock band. Lentz is proof
that remaining flexible and
taking a fluid approach to life,
and medical work in particular,
can bring many rewards.
“I think it was one of those things that had lingered in the back of my mind and I finally did it,”
Lentz said about getting into the medical world.
“My uncle is a dermatologist, and my cousin is a
primary care physician, so it was something that I
had discussed and was curious about for quite a
while.
“I started my medical journey of sorts in 2005
when I got my Emergency Medical TechnicianBasic (EMT-B) certification. From there I went to
medic school and taught and worked briefly as a
Paramedic while I completed a Paramedic to RN
(Registered Nurse) transition course. I ended up
with both, an ASN (Associates of Science in
Nursing) and Associates in Paramedic Science.”
Since Lentz already had a Bachelor’s degree in
general studies, some of his coursework had
already been completed, which made getting other
degrees slightly less daunting. Through it all, he’s
truly seen a wide swath of the various opportunities that a medical career can offer.

back on it, he seemed a bit surprised with himself,
since he ultimately ended up attaining two
Associates’ degrees, two Bachelors’, and one
Master's degree. Yet he said every path he’s taken
has definitely all been worth it.
“I thoroughly enjoy being a nurse practitioner,”
he said. “I also really enjoyed being an RN but I
think it was more about my coworkers than the job
itself. I mean, I always felt good about taking care
of people when they need it, but having great
coworkers makes all the difference in the world
when the stuff hits the fan, so to speak.”
Like with any profession, there have been challenges, and sugar coating the difficulties that can
arise does not benefit anyone. All of the different
workplaces he has experienced in working with the
public in a medical setting have required him to
maintain a positive attitude and self-discipline.
Patient care and prioritizing patient outcomes has
remained his focus. He has often met a patient
when they are experiencing medical issues, sometimes extreme health concerns, that are creating
issues for them. It’s not always an ideal situation
for a patient to be at their best for meeting someone new. Keeping that in mind, some of the difficulties have surprised him.
“I don’t think I was really expecting to experience or observe as much abuse or rudeness from
people you are trying to help than I did when I
worked at a county hospital,” he said. “Even in the
suburban ED the patients can be quite difficult at
times.”
As a result, he’s had to develop a philosophy,
kind of a guiding principle that pulls him through
when the going gets tough. It’s what brings him
into focus for doing his job and doing it well.
“Don’t sweat the small stuff and don’t take things
patients say personally. They’re usually having a
much worse day than you are,” he said.

After completing what turned out to be just the
initial stage of his education, he started working in
a suburban ED (Emergency Department) for a
couple of years. He then went into a Level 1
Trauma Center at an inner-city county hospital.
Then while he was working at the trauma center
for a couple of years, he opted what he called “my
journey to gaining my Master as a Family Nurse
Practitioner.”

Maintaining his personal life is something he
takes seriously, that helps him at work too. It’s
what refreshes him as he strives to meet the many
demands that are placed on those in today’s medical field. He’s kept alive his love for being a musician who plays guitar and writes music. But he has
put those interests aside, at times, to meet the
demands of his career.

Lentz then completed the ASN to MSN (Masters
of Science in Nursing) coursework as part of an
online distance education program. As he looked

“I have been married for almost seven years,” he
said. “My wife works as a dental hygienist. We
have a couple of grandkids that are awesome! We

O XFORD
P HARMACY
100 Oxford Road
Oxford, CT 06478

203-888-4567
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both enjoy riding our motorcycles when the weather cooperates. My passion is music though. I’m in
a band called Hilltop Burning (https://www.facebook.com/HilltopBurningRock/). We are completing
our first album and it should be out this Spring.
Super excited about it!”
Hilltop Burning is a five-piece progressive/hard
rock band and Lentz plays his guitar in the ensemble. Band members write and perform their own
songs.
“A medical career can be time consuming but
only if you let it,” Lentz said. “There has to be an
outlet of some sort. All work and no play. . . . This
is a creative outlet for me. I really enjoy the [music]
writing process and bringing my ideas to life. I also
am blessed to be part of a really great group of
guys that bring a lot to the table as well and are
very accomplished musicians in their own right.
I've been in other bands previously. I had to step
away temporarily while I completed my FNP
degree. There simply wasn't enough time to work,
go to school and play in a band.”
To those in the medical field, Lentz offered this
check list of his thoughts:
Make sure you keep a well-balanced life
between work and family.
Don't work too much and get burned out, it’s not
worth it.
Everyone makes mistakes. Always own up to
them and work to not repeat them.
Have fun at work but work hard. Nursing isn’t
easy but it is a wonderful career. If you’re not having fun then do something else, or work somewhere else.
Don’t take yourself too seriously. You’re not all
that and nobody likes an a**hole.

Northeast Medical Products
www.northeastmedicalproducts.com
520 Boston Post Rd. Old Saybrook, CT
860-388-1437
Complete Medical Equipment Supply Store
Sales, Service & Rentals
Mobility Aids•Wheelchairs•Scooters
Lift Chairs•Bath Safety•Hospital Beds
Ortho Supports, Foot Care•Disposables
Wound Care•Breast Prosthetics
And much more...
Hours: MF 8:305, Sat 912

Est 1979

860-388-9208 / 860-342-1085
Fax: 860-342-0544
1 Grove St.

Portland, CT

www.harboronemarinact.com
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amplisound

Impressive Cleaning Services, Inc.

HEARING CARE CENTERS
860-315-9656

800-835-2001
Fax: 860-315-9635
Cell: 860-608-7661

PUTNAM
Ralph Campagna, BC-HIS
Connecticut License #138

z

& Home Health Care

- 19 Quinebaug Ave

Free Delivery & Special Packaging
(Med-Boxes / Bingo Cards)
Gifts • Greeting Cards • Cosmetics
M-F 9am-7:30pm • Sat. 9am-5pm

- 351 Merline Road

1030 Barnum Avenue • Stratford, CT

VERNON

ralphc@amplisound.com

203-378-9394

Serving Litchfield County, which includes the
employees of C.H.H., as well as all of the
healthcare facilities located in Northwest CT!

Industrial • Commercial • Domestic
Insured • Bonded

860-399-5958
Westbrook, CT
Over 25 Years Experience

Westport’s Pharmacy Since 1927

Accepts Medicaid Patients/Customers
Now Available: Unit Dose Packaging
Mon-Fri: 8-6 • Saturday: 9-5 • Sunday: CLOSED

289 Post Road East - Playhouse Square
Westport, CT 06880
339 North Elm Street Torrington
860-496-7326 www.nwhcu.com

203-226-0741
www.achornpharmacy.com

The Woodbridge
Auto Body Shop Inc.
Sleep Apnea & More

203-929-6775
713 Bridgeport Ave. • Shelton, CT
Ellen Zern - Broker/Owner

We Buy & Sell Junk Cars in the Norwalk, Fairfield & Stamford, CT Area

34 Meadow St. • South Norwalk, CT
203-866-9248 • 800-882-6354
leblancsautoparts.com • Fax 203-866-7940

203-265-3139
51 S. Whittlesey Ave.
Wallingford, CT
www.wolfydentalgroup.com

M. J. FAHY & SONS INC.
20 Judd Street • Waterbury, CT

203-574-4808

American & Foreign Specialists
Conveniently Located off Exit 59
36 LUCY STREET – WOODBRIDGE, CT

203-397-2909

Min Deng, DMD, Phd
Pediatric Dentistry
Sulakshana Sundaresan, DDS
Adult & Cosmetic Dentistry
(203) 774-0019
Susan Berey, DMD, MS
www.smilendentalgroup.com
Orthodontics

60 Church Street
Yalesville, CT 06492

V E S TA
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL • SALES • SERVICE
WATER PUMPS • TANKS • WELLS • FILTRATION
WATER CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

860-684-5349

FAX 860-684-1426

1-800-642-0420

24 Hour Emergency Service

POLLY’S SCHOOL
OF GYMNASTICS
550 Ferry Blvd.
Stratford, CT
203-375-3244
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SALON & WIGS
Dedicated to making your visit as relaxing as possible.

Wig Consultation Hair loss due to chemo therapy, alopecia, thinning hair.

860-444-1949

Close to Cancer Center

256 Boston Post Road • Waterford, CT

Serving All Faiths
Funeral, Cremation, Memorial,
& Specialty Services Available
1084 New Britain Ave
West Hartford, CT
860-561-3800 • www.sheehanhilbornbreen.com

Homemade
Breakfast ~ Brunch
Lunch ~ Desserts

207-623-9656
204 Water Street
Augusta, ME

Solutions for Personal Protective Equipment Shortages
By Mary Anne Gates - Freelance Writer Living in Ft. Wayne, Indiana
The Coronavirus (COVID 19)
Capacities of a facility are then divided in to
three categories. These include: conventional, conThe Coronavirus (COVID 19) affects people diftingency and crisis capacities. All require different
ferently. Most people who are infected with the
strategies to stretch the supply of personal protecvirus will experience a mild or moderate respiratory tive equipment (PPE) as far as possible.
illness. They are expected to recover without needing medical intervention. Some others who contract
→in a conventional capacity: Strategies recogthe virus including those who are over 60 or who
nize supplies of masks and other PPE is in normal
have underlying conditions will likely require more
supply. Face masks are used according to state
aggressive care by trained healthcare professionand local regulations.
als.
→ in a contingency capacity: Strategies
include selectively cancelling elective procedures,
The virus spreads primarily through droplets of
removing face masks from public areas and implesaliva or drainage from the nose when others are
menting extended use criteria.
in close contact with an infected person. Close
→ in a crisis capacity: Strategies are not in
contact is defined by the CDC as being less than
compliance with U.S. standards, prioritizing face
six feet away from an infected person for a promasks use is essential, procedures for reuse of
longed period of time. When an infected person
face masks are put in place.
coughs or sneezes, it is important to practice good
respiratory etiquette and cough into a flexed elbow,
Similar CDC guidelines outline strategies for
for example. Currently, there are neither specific
optimizing the use of other personal protective
vaccines nor treatments for COVID-19. However,
equipment such as isolation gowns, eye protection
many clinical trials are in progress and evaluating
and N95 respirators.
possible treatments is underway. The World Health
Organization (WHO) is helping to accelerate
Volunteers to the Rescue
research and development efforts with a range of
partners according to reports.
Finally, when there are no more face masks
available to healthcare personnel the report outPPE in Short Supply on the Frontlines
lines several CDC
recommended
Doctors, nurses, and other medical personnel
strategies. One
including respiratory therapists treat the sickest
strategy suggestpatients who contract more severe cases of the
ed is to turn to volhighly contagious COVID 19 disease. These
unteer sewing
healthcare workers need personal protective equip- experts for help.
ment (PPE) to treat patients safely and to minimize They are tasked
the chance they might contract the disease. The
with the job of
problem is that in many areas of the country there
crafting masks to
is a critical shortage of personal protective equipfill the gap for
ment. Besides ventilators, many healthcare workhealthcare workers often cite a critical shortage of face masks.
ers. Volunteers
around the counCDC Guidelines for Face Mask Shortages
try have stepped
up to fill the need and protect healthcare workers
To remain responsive to the needs of medical
and patients alike. Initially, several dedicated volpersonnel during the current pandemic the CDC
unteers gathered in small groups to fashion the
has outlined strategies healthcare facilities and
masks requested by various facilities. Some masks
frontline workers can use to stretch the supply of
were made using readily available material in a
masks. Additionally, the report found at:
simple design to cover the nose and mouth. Other
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019masks were made when hospitals provided surgincov/hcp/ppe-strategy/face-masks.html recognizes
cal grade material and metal nose guards that
the options available in any given capacity. Overall, offered a tighter and more secure fit.
surge capacity refers to the ability to manage a
sudden, unexpected increase in patient volume
“Sewing through the surgical material was very
that would otherwise severely challenge or exceed
hard. I broke many needles while trying to sew the
the present capacity of a facility.
masks,” says a retired nurse who recently celebrated her 80th birthday. Nevertheless, several groups

have continued making masks to combat shorages.

Proper Hand Washing Instructions
Washing your hands is easy. Further, it is one of
the most effective ways to prevent the spread of
germs. Clean hands can stop germs from spreading from one person to another and throughout the
community.
Follow these five steps every time.
1. Wet your hands with clean, running water
(warm or cold), turn off the tap, and apply soap.
2. Lather your hands by rubbing them together with
the soap. Lather the backs of your hands,
between your fingers, and under your nails.
3. Scrub your hands for at least 20 seconds.
Need a timer? Hum the “Happy Birthday” song
from beginning to end twice.
4. Rinse your hands well under clean, running
water.
5. Dry your hands using a clean towel or air dry
them.
Washing hands with soap and water is the best
way to get rid of germs in most situations.
However, when soap and water are not available,
using an alcohol-based hand sanitizer containing
at least 60% alcohol is acceptable according to the
CDC. One caveat to note: Hand sanitizers can
reduce some, but not all, types of germs on your
hands.

Subaru Sales & Service

Steve Miller
22 West St. • Vergennes, VT 05491
(802) 877-3858 • Fax: (802) 877-2146
www.autocreek.com

Celebrating The Dignity Of Life
Barbara Oesterlin, DMD
Sarah Rossignol, DDS

399 Water Street

Augusta, ME

207-622-7022 • www.familydentalsmiles.com

133 Center Street • Bangor, Maine 04401
(207) 942-8815
BREWER, HAMPDEN, ORONO CHAPELS
www.BrookingsSmith.com

207-947-4521

345 State Street
Bangor, ME
www.lougeefrederick.net
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Concierge Services • Post-injury & Post-surgery Care • Staff Support
Elder Care • Pediatric Care • Recovering Patients

www.nehhc.com

207-945-3374 • (800)287-0338
74 Gilman Plaza

Houlton Tire
Company
Coastal Redemption Center
35 Limerock Street • Camden, ME

207-236-6008

Bangor, ME

GORDIUS GARAGE
ISLAND MOTORS
Provides mechanical repairs, oil changes,
inspections, diagnostics, vehicle sales and towing.

STRUTS

30 Tremont Road • Bass Harbor, ME 04653

(207) 244-3122

HERBIE & BUTCH BROOKS
CORINNA RD., DEXTER, ME
1-800-339-7149 OR 924-7149

AUTO
SHOCKS

tel: 924-5884
fax: 924-9719

AUTO RENTAL

Houlton, ME

WE MAKE IT EASY.
YOU MAKE IT HAPPEN.

EXHAUST

U-SAVE

76 Smyrna St.

EASY RENT ALL

BROOKS
TIRE & AUTO
TIRES

ALIGNMENT • BALANCING

207-532-6571

www.coastalopportunities.org

Established 1954

Complete Line of Tires

TODD GENDRON
20 SOUTH AVENUE
LEWISTON, ME 04240

TEL (207) 784-1541
EASY@EASYRENTALL.COM

Open 7 days a week!
Dine In / Take Out
Complete Radiators In Stock

Call Ahead For Fast Take Out Service

See us for all of your Radiator and Air Conditioning needs!

207-283-0002
93 Alfred Street
Biddeford, ME
www.pizzabyalexmaine.com

1522 Lisbon St.
800-287
7-0752

Farmington River Valley Jay Rangele
ey Skowhegan Wilton Ellsworth

AGENCY LIQUOR STORE

www.jeffscatering.com
Jeff Ashey
President/Owner

207-784-9356

lincolnstreetradiator.com

JOHN’S

15 Littlefield Way • Brewer, Maine
207-989-1811

Lewiston, ME

Deli Sandwiches • Grocery • Gas
Open 7 Days A Week
182 Market St.
Fort Kent, ME
207-834-5181
Visit Our Website: www.johnsshurfine.com

RDA Automotive
Major & Minor Repairs

207-783-0581
68 Adams Avenue
Lewiston, ME

ROY’S

Bicycle Shop

est. 1956

MITCHELL-TWEEDIE
FUNERAL HOME, INC.

mitchelltweedie-young.com
28 Elm Street • Bucksport, ME • 207-469-3177

626 Main Street
Calais, ME 04619
www.theinternationalmotel.com

207-454-7515/7516
Fax 207-454-3396
1-800-336-7515
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Open 7 Days
for lunch and dinner
Snowmobile Parking

www.roysbike.com
Ride! It’s good for
the earth and good
for your health!
250 W. Main St
Fort Kent, ME
207-834-3055

“The Bicycle
Specialists”

9 Warren
Fryeburg, ME
207-935-2325
www.woodfuneralhome.org
Services Offered
• The Value of Tradition
• Funeral Services
• Honoring a Veteran
• Permanent Memorialization
• A Peaceful Resting Place

Emergency 207-783-2219
Business 207-777-6006
Fax 207-777-6010
Wheelchair Service 207-782-8400
192 Russell St.
Lewiston, ME
unitedambulance.com

Social Distancing—Our New Normal
By Mary Anne Gates - Freelance Writer Living in Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Coronavirus Concerns in America
“This is the dominate way we are going to fight this
virus,” says David Agues, M.D. a professor of medDaily we are inundated with updates about the
icine and engineering at the University of Southern
Coronavirus (COVID-19), a communicable respiraCalifornia. Dr Agus is also CBS news contributor
tory disease infecting people worldwide. In some
who frequently reports on medical concerns.
populations, including the elderly and those with
underlying conditions the Coronavirus can be
What began as a social distancing guideline of
deadly. From the mounting death toll, to confirmed
maintaining a six-foot distance from others has
cases, to presumptive positive cases the news is
morphed into “stay at home” orders. Though the
grim. Presumptive positive cases involve people
orders vary somewhat by region and scope they
who have been tested for the virus but do not
mandate non-essential travel be postponed, and
know their results, yet. Ultimately, as the pandemic
non-essential personnel stay at home. Additionally,
spreads, sweeping changes in how people live,
some workers are carrying letters from employers
work, and interact in society are being made.
indicating they are essential and must go to work.

Tracking Social Distancing
More people are heeding social distancing
directives to keep from unwittingly spreading the
virus. In an effort to measure the effectiveness of
social distancing it is not surprising that global
tracking and understanding how people move
around has come to the forefront. Unacast
www.unacast.com is a company specializing in
helping businesses grow by identifying where their
potential customers are.

“Staying at Home”, by Mary Anne Gates

Currently, Unacast is also shining a light on the
effectiveness of social distancing. According to the
website it uses location or GPS data, map data
and strategic intelligence to measure the average
distance people travel. In the midst of the current
social distancing mandate Unacast has published
a Social Distancing Scoreboard, that gives each
state and county a letter grade for changes in
average mobility based on the distance travelled
and changes in non-essential visits. The scoreboard is updated daily and can be found at
www.unacast.com

Social Distancing Strategies

In a healthier time, tracking and understanding
how people move around is useful for companies
who are responding to consumer needs. For
example, the real estate, the travel and tourism
retail industries and marketing departments all
want to know and understand how people move.

Other ways to safely connect with friends are
through texts, emails and phone calls. Even oldfashioned letter writing or sending a “thinking of
you card” sent via snail mail has a place between
friends who delight in getting cards and letters.

Staying at home for extended periods can be
challenging. Look for ways to put a smile on your
face. Do things that lighten your spirit. Astronauts
Scott Kelly and Christina Koch who had separate
tours of 340 and 328 days, respectively on the
International Space Station have tips for handling
extended periods of isolation. For example, Kelly
recommends keeping busy and following a schedule while Koch suggests video chatting with friends
while participating in a shared activity.

Some experts recommend keeping a journal that
chronicles your feelings. Or, consider working on a
project you have put off because there was never
enough time. Hobbies are also an enjoyable way
to pass the time. Reading a good book can transport a person to a different place while still remaining safe at home. Further, a stay at home order
does not mean house arrest. It is ok to go outside
and take a walk as long as you maintain a six-foot
distance from others. Studies prove that being out
in nature and fresh air promote good physical and
mental health.
“Staying at Home”, by Mary Anne Gates

Business NOT as Usual
Staying at Home
Without a proven vaccine to combat the disease
an ever-increasing number of states are enacting
social distancing procedures. Both the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the Centers for
Disease and Prevention (CDC) currently recommend the best way to slow the spread of the virus
is to practice social distancing.

Just as people are not immune to the
Coronavirus neither is commerce. Much of he turmoil from Wall Street to Main Street is sparked by
COVID 19. The volatility in the financial markets
coupled with dropping stock prices is attributed to
fears about the virus. The current level of financial
uncertainty has not been seen in more than a generation. Similarly, fear and uncertainty are impact-

ing supermarkets
large and small.
Many struggle to
keep shelves
stocked. Empty
grocery store
shelves—even for
a short period—is
unprecedented in
modern American
history.
Other sectors
as diverse as education and hospitality are feeling
the wrath of the
Kroger temporarily suspends
Coronavirus.
returns due to COVID-19.
Schools from
kindergarten to
college are affected. Earlier this spring many students began what they thought would be a routine
spring break ritual. Weeks later schools are still
closed. How long schools will be shuttered is anybody’s guess. Estimates for reopening run the
gamut from late spring to possibly remaining
closed for the rest of the school year. Similarly,
long planned cruises and trips are being postponed indefinitely. Non-essential businesses are
closed. Many essential businesses have shortened
their hours and are doing things differently.

Religious gatherings were temporarily called off due to COVID-19.

Returning to Normal
Finally, the uncertainty of how this pandemic will
play out and when it will end is unknown. Few
things are the same as they were before the
Coronavirus hit. Meanwhile, we are learning more
about how it spreads and how to respond.
Currently, some medical experts suggest the peak
of the virus is yet to be seen in the United States.
At the same time, they remain optimistic we will get
through this latest health crisis and be stronger
and more resilient than before.

John’s
Ice Cream
Factory

Rte. 3 - Augusta Road
Liberty, ME
207-589-3700
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PHARMACY
250 W. Broadway
Lincoln, ME
207-794-2055

Bragdon-Finley Funeral Home
207-933-4444
707 Main Street • Monmouth ME
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Personal Financial Representative

  

95 Ocean Street

401K’s,
Tax Sheltering, 95 Ocean St. So. Portland, ME 04106
IRA
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So. Portland, ME 04106
Retirement Planning,
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The source for Chemotherapy and Post-Mastectomy Essentials
Bras, Prosthesis, Swimsuits, Wigs and Turbans
Compression Sleeves, Stockings and Garments

1189 Congress St. • Portland, ME 04102
207-775-4048
Toll Free 1-888-599-6626 Portland
Please call ahead for an
appointment, so that we may
better serve you.
HOURS: 10 am-4 pm, Mon. - Fri.

207-897-3588
15 Church Street • Livermore Falls, ME
www.finleyfuneralhome.com

AUTO BODY REPAIRS & REFINISHING
— ESTABLISHED BUSINESS FOR OVER 50 YEARS —

207-743-8482

800-540-8482

Fax 207-743-8837

246 Main St.

Norway, ME

autobodyshop-norway.com

We make everything FRESH
Lunch - Dinner
207.594.4944
Park & Main St.
Rockland, ME
www.parkstreetgrille.wordpress.com

15 Abenaki Lane • Colebrook, NH

603-237-5566
www.colebrookcountryclub.com

“It truly feels like hom
me....

Assisted Livin
M
Care
ng • Nursing Care • Memory
Elder Care
C
•Respite Care • Hospice
H

CONTINUING NURSING
EDUCATION
100 Saint Anselm Drive
Manchester, NH 03102
(603) 641-7086
www.anselm.edu/cne

Committed to Promoting Excellence in the Practice of Nursing
Saint Anselm College is approved as a provider of nursing continuing professional
development by the Northeast Multistate Division, an accredited approver by the
American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commision on Accreditation
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3-11 RN
We are looking for a dedicated and compassionate caregiver to join
our dynamic team that’s making a difference! Full-time, works
every other weekend, previous experience working in LTC/SNF
preferred. We offer competitive wages with raise in 90 days!
Excellent benefit package including health, dental, life, STD, 401K
with employer match, generous PTO plan and more! Apply online at
www.websteratrye.com.

85-Year-Old Still Works at Family Practice
By Jess Lehman - English Teacher & Freelance Writer
Most people retire at age 65. But not Grace
Sprunger. She’s been working for nearly that long.
And the 85-year-old nurse doesn’t plan to retire
yet.

As long as she can do her job and enjoy it, she’ll
keep working two days per week in the family
practice she’s been at for the past two decades.
“It’s good for me,” Sprunger said. “It keeps me
on my toes.”
She wasn’t really sure why she wanted to
become a nurse. None of her family worked as
nurses. Sprunger thought if she didn’t make it as a
nurse, she might become a hair dresser instead.
To prepare for nursing courses while still in high
school, Sprunger took chemistry and Latin.
“I assume the classes have changed a lot since
then,” she said. After high school, she passed the
pretests and was accepted into nursing school in
1953.
Nursing clinicals presented a challenge for her.
She trained with real patients in a real hospital and
knew their health depended on her actions.
“I was afraid of doing the wrong thing,” she

remembered, “or not doing the right thing at the
right time.” But she stayed in school. She kept
studying and practicing. She put in a lot of clinical
hours. She learned from doctors and older nurses.
And in 1956, Sprunger graduated as a nurse. Then, nurses
wore a white skirt, white hose,
and white shoes. Now, people
dress for comfort, she said.
When she graduated, a small
county hospital had an opening
for a general surgery nurse. “I
didn’t particularly have an attraction for surgery,” Sprunger said. But she got the job
and came to enjoy it.
After the birth of her first child, she worked parttime on general floor duty at the hospital. Then in
1963, she started working part-time for a family
practice doctor in her hometown.

Concord, NH

Henniker, NH

New London, NH

603-224-7186

603-428-7990

603-526-2098

Fax # 603-428-3102

“Prior to that, we did things in black-and-white
with pen and paper,” she said. Though it was a
challenge to learn, she calls technology an asset
now. It’s wonderful to be able to pull up patient
records that have been documented in detail, she
said.
Today, Sprunger says she is a phone nurse. She
takes messages over the phone. She renews prescriptions. She relays questions and answers
between patient and doctor, and vice versa. When
patients call with an ailment, it’s up to her to consider the doctor’s policy and decide if that patient
needs to come in.

At a hospital, you work various hours, Sprunger
explained. But in a family practice, you work office
hours. By then, she had three young children, and
she enjoyed having weekends and holidays off.

Sprunger likes the people
aspect of her job. Her
patients are the people she
sees every day in her local
community. Helping people
and making connections is
what nursing is all about,
she said.

She stayed at that family practice for 35 years.
When the doctor retired, she took a job in 1998

She’s been doing that for a lifetime and won’t
quit anytime soon.

ER Nurse Advocates for Patients - continued from page 2
caused it.
resource nurse, she works whichever shift is needed. She sees patients with trauma, heart attacks,
“When I experience something like that, it can
strokes, broken bones, and kidney issues.
bring up some pretty big questions about the
“I take care of pretty much everything there,” she world,” she said. “It’s hard when you encounter suffering in the world that you can’t change. There are
said. “I like the variety.”
things that just don’t make sense, so those are
questions that I have to wrestle with.”
She enjoys working in ER’s fast-paced environment. It feels like every day she gets a patient who
Liechty has learned what she needs to do to
comes in with a condition she’s not familiar with,
restore her emotions. Talking about her experiand it stretches her to learn more. She also appreences is helpful to her. She doesn’t share patient
ciates that she gets to comfort and project confiinformation, but she’ll talk with her friends about
dence for patients in horrible and jarring situations.
what it was like for her to be in that situation.
People don’t expect to need a hospital, Liechty
Liechty also cares for herself by resting, doing
said, but when they do, nurses are there with the
yoga, painting, playing music, journaling, and prayheart and skills to help them.
ing.
But the emotional strain of nursing can tax her,
“Doing those practices that are good for my soul
especially in the ER.
are all things that help a lot.” Liechty’s faith is
important for why she’s still in nursing.
“If I have a critical patient who doesn’t make it, I
don’t get space in the middle of my shift to navigate
She also appreciates the teamwork that happens
the grief and the sadness around that.” After all,
when nurses go through hard situations together.
she still has other patients to care for. But it’s hard
“I’ve experienced bonds with my coworkers in
to lose a young individual and not know what

The Intelligent Choice - Since 1980
American Standard Htg. & A/C Dealers
Lic.# 1498C
Plumbing-Heating-Air Conditioning
Well Pumps-Water Conditioning

with another family practitioner in town. It was then
she learned to use computer technology as a
nurse.

ways that I haven’t with other people,” she said.
“That’s a really beautiful part of nursing—getting to
work with people and getting to see people change
together.”
At the beginning of the year, Liechty started a
hybrid program to earn her master’s and doctorate
degrees at the same time. When she’s completed
that, she’ll be able to work as a nurse practitioner,
and she’ll also be able to teach.
She’s already worked as a clinical instructor.
“I love working with students,” she said. “I love
helping them develop a worldview around nursing
and what it means to be a caring, compassionate,
and competent nurse.”
Ultimately, Liechty believes nursing is about loving people.
“One of the best gifts we can give to the world is
our service,” Liechty said. “The heart of nursing is
caring for people.”

Bennett Funeral Home
209 North Main Street
Concord, NH 03301
603-225-3517
Fax 603-225-9293
Ask for Hospital Special Rate
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& Mattress Gallery
www.RossFurnitureinc.com
Mon-Fri 8:30am-8pm • Sat 8:30am-7pm
603-742-1800
Closed Sunday, See You in Church!

GILBERT & SON
BLOCK COMPANY, INC.

Pepsi Bottling
Group

603-524-1353

127 Pepsi Road
Manchester, NH

427 Province Road
Laconia, NH

Cabot Inn
& Suites
INDOOR POOL & FITNESS CENTER
200 Portland Street
Lancaster, NH 03584
603-788-3346

WIGGIN-PURDYMcCOOEY-DION
FUNERAL HOME
603-742-1017
655 Central Ave.
Dover, NH

603-466-3315 or
1-800-325-4386
www.townandcountryinn.com
20 State Route 2

Gorham, NH

Your Local Low Cost Cremation Provider
Free Membership Locks in Today’s Price for Tomorrow’s Need
Crematory on Premises • Arrangements in Person or Online

Cremation Services as Low as $1,250
www.DirectCremationSeacoast.com
811 Lafayette Rd., Hampton, NH
603-929-0040
800-800-1805

HENNIKER SEPTIC
SERVICE, INC.
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Emergency 24 Hour Service
Reasonable Rates • Portable Toilets • VIP Trailer
369 Foster Hill Rd., Henniker, NH
www.hennikerseptic.com

603-428-3351
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22 Bunker Hill St • Lancaster, NH

603-788-2517
www.lancasterdentalcarenh.com
• Free WiFi
• Free hot breakfast
• Fitness center
• 24-hour receptionist
• Vending machines

135 Route 120 • Lebanon, NH
603-448-5070
www.choicehotels.com

603-625-5764
(603) 883-5822

www.chickbeaulieu.com
• Roofing • Siding • Masonry • Decks
• Replacement Windows • Painting
5½ Gaffney Street
• Gutters • Shutters
Nashua, NH 03060
• Storm Windows & Doors

CARING SERVICE 24 HOURS A DAY
1 LOCK STREET

603-883-3401

NASHUA, NH

www.davisfuneralhomenh.com

41 East Otterson Street Nashua NH 03060
(603) 594-9008

Littleton Regional Healthcare
600 St. Johnsbury Road, Littleton, NH 03561
Phone: 800-464-7731or 603-444-9331
Fax: 603-444-9087
EOE

Plumbing & Heating Sales & Service

“A Flush BEATS A Full House”
218 N. Main St.
Newport, NH

603-863-3244
heathandfieldplumbingheating.com

Marcia Miller-Wood, PRN Medical Case Manager,
Cookie Designer Extraordinaire
By Cathy Shouse - a journalist, author, and romance novelist
Marcia Millerkeep them fresh. Her cleverly-decorated treats
Wood’s career has
have gone out to about every state around, and
stretched over
some were carried onto planes to places like Tel
decades and taken
Aviv and even Italy. Her oven at home in Indiana is
her where she’s wantin almost constant use.
ed to go. There were
some unexpected
But Miller-Wood’s nursing journey began after
turns that worked out
high school when she went to nursing school for
well for her. Millerthree years to earn her RN. By the time she finWood officially retired
ished up around 1972, something happened that
in 2018 when she was
changed her life.
68, after working as a
medical case manager
“When I was going into my final year of nursing
for 26 years. But she
school, the military recruiters came around. That’s
discovered that she
what they did at that time. I was so intrigued, espewasn’t quite ready to
cially with the Navy. I didn’t want to go back home
hang up her “uniform.”
to Kokomo, Indiana. I didn’t know what I wanted to
When her case mando. It was the Vietnam era, and some didn’t want
ager friends and coto enlist. But I thought it was right for me. I rememworkers would ask her to cover for them occasionber my mom was so excited for me. She was
ally, she was happy to comply.
always up for an adventure. My dad wasn’t too
happy. I was his little girl after all.”
You might say she’s found her sweet spot, and
continues to work in her field as needed. She also
She signed on as a “candidate” with the U.S.
balances out her nursing stints with baking cookNavy. This meant that her last year of school, she
ies. Mass quantities of cookies.
was considered active duty and was paid $105 per
month, and she went in as an officer upon graduation. “I bought my first little Volkswagen and my car
payment was $110,” she said with a laugh. “I
remember that vividly. I remember thinking, ‘this is
really cool, that I’m paying for my car.’ I also
worked in the hospital and made money on the
weekends.”

That’s because after her divorce several years
ago, she put the family sugar cookie recipe to
good use as gifts for friends and family. MillerWood said her life has had ups and downs, like
everyone else’s, and she chooses to look on the
bright side of things as much as possible. She
expresses her optimism through her cookies,
which have taken off as a side gig, and are becoming known in wider circles. Her creations have
made appearances at numerous holiday parties
and other festive occasions. She fills small boutique orders and large orders, sometimes making
orders of dozens of cookies.
Due to their popularity and uniqueness, she’s
even found a way to ship her cookies safely and

As your Hometown Bank,
we are proud to be a part
of the local community.
Count on us for all of
your local banking needs.
How can we help you?
Newpor t | Concord | Grantham | New London | Sunapee | Warner
800.562.3145 | sugarriverbank.com | Member FDIC | EQUAL HOUSING LENDER
Like us on Facebook!

She loved the nursing schools of her day, which
were very different from today’s educational system. “As nursing students, after we were trained,
we went in and worked in the hospitals. We staffed
the hospitals. I think it’s the best education
because you get the practical part. Not only are
they giving you an education but it’s all hands-on.
I’m glad I went through when I did.”
“Nothing beats experience,” she said. “It’s like
being a mom. The first child, you’re all nervous and
you don’t know what to do, and the second one
comes along and you’ve got that experience.”
Miller-Wood is concerned for some current
young nurses who have spent more time with the
science and the computer than in a medical environment. They aren’t always given the chance to
experience time at patient bedsides. Sometimes
newer nurses haven’t held the difficult conversations with patients and their families, which are an
important aspect of nursing. Some may be terrified

of the human situations that can be challenging to navigate.
Miller-Wood said the U.S. Navy has also
changed from when she was enlisted and so has
the cost of schooling. But some parts are still the
same, and she’s grateful for her military experience, which lasted three years—one while in
school and two years on a military base. After getting out of the Navy, the GI Bill helped her go back
to school for her BSN, completed in 1983. She
worked in the OR for twenty years, the last five of
which she specialized in open heart surgery. Also,
the GI Bill assisted with buying her first house. It
allowed her to become a homeowner at thirty by
using “points” instead of needing to accumulate a
down payment.
A nursing
career has
been good to
her and she’s
kept her hand
in while getting
away from
some of the
pressures now
that she’s
working PRN.
“I can say yes
or no,” she
said. It’s a scenario that
gives her the
best of both
worlds. She might be helping to manage a
patient’s recovery from an injury covered by workman’s comp one day, sometimes working years
with the same patient. She may go play with her
grandson and enjoying family.
“I don’t miss the clinical part of it, because what I
do is more human kind,” she said. “It’s people
adapting to their lives after an injury, some of
which can be hard on marriages and family.”
Then there are days she spends many hours up
to her elbows in cookie dough. “It’s a stress reliever for me because when I am giving joy to someone through cookies, when I get lost in cookies, I
forget about my real life,” she said. “It’s such a
passion with me because I keep perfecting them
and getting more detailed with them.”
Hers is truly a sweet life.
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Child Enrichment Center, Inc.

Serving children and their families. Ages six weeks to six years.

Call For Openings
Pease International Tradeport

30 Rye St. • Portsmouth, NH • 603/334-6336
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NOW HIRING

RNs
SUMMER 2020
2019

P re s t ig i o u s p re f o r m i n g a r t s
c a m p i n t h e C a t s k ill M o u n t a i n s
of New York is looking for
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summer 2020.
2019.

frenchwoods.com
admin@frenchwoods.com
800-634-1703
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ELECTRIC INC.

230 ELLIOT STREET

BRATTLEBORO, VT

802-254-4581

GOODENOUGH
RUBBISH REMOVAL
& WHIPPLE RECYCLING

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
• Container Service • Rolloffs 8 yd. - 30 yd.
• Recycling
112 Mercury Dr., Brattleboro, VT

802-257-4937
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Burlington, VT

Tinker’s Auto Repair, LLC
AUTO REPAIRS — ALIGNMENTS
I NSPECTIONS — TIRE SALES
Charles & Nicholle Tinker, Owners

1184 Main St.
Fairfax, VT
802-849-2231

R e s i d e n t i a l & C o m m e rc i a l

802-334-6634
www.geneselectricvt.com
159 Cross Road • Newport Center, VT

Northfield
Pharmacy
802-485-4771
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Northfield, VT

BURKE VIEW GARAGE
Auto Repair Service
Since 1981

802-626-3282
891 E. Burke Road

Lyndonville, VT

24 Hour Towing Seven Days A Week
Full Service Mechanical Work Foreign & Domestic

802-775-2778
1 Scale Ave. Building 22

Rutland, VT

Surprise…It’s an OB Nurse!
By Jess Lehman - English Teacher & Freelance Writer
Heidi Kloepper was going to be an accountant.
she does. “I just fell in love with OB nursing.”

Sure, she thought about nursing as a little girl.
But when she reached high school, she took business classes. And when she went to college, she
declared a business major.

The hospital Kloepper works at is small and in a
more rural area. Rather than having separate
rooms for each stage of the labor and delivery
process, the hospital has just five rooms. A patient
will stay in the same room for the entire process.

Things changed unexpectedly in the summer.
“I remember it vividly,”
Kloepper said. She had sat in
the rocking chair in the living
room of her parents’ home,
thinking about what she wanted
to do with her life. “I just
thought, ‘I don’t want to be an
accountant.’”
Heidi with baby Jaxson
For no reason at all, she
Hirschy
said, nursing popped into her
head. So she changed her mind about business
and jumped into nursing.

Kloepper graduated with her Bachelor of Science
degree in nursing in 1992. Her first job was in a
large hospital’s cardiac telemetry unit.
“It was a very busy, busy unit,” Kloepper said,
with many patients in and out. She monitored
patients’ vital signs and heart rhythms and alerted
the doctor if there was a problem.
She learned a lot about herself and other people
while she commuted from her small hometown to
work in a city hospital.
But after three or four years, Kloepper started to
get tired of the long drive. How she ended up with
a shorter commute put another twist in her nursing
journey.
A friend from church regularly took an elderly
woman to the local, rural hospital for doctor’s
appointments. One day the hospital was so busy
that the friend had to take the woman to the OB
unit just for a blood draw.
Kloepper’s friend knew the manager of the OB
department. After talking with the manager about
how it looked like the hospital needed extra help,
Kloepper’s friend then told Kloepper she would be
a good person to work there.
“’What? OB?’” Kloepper remembered thinking.
“OB is a pretty specialized unit. It’s not like you
don’t work there one day, and hop right in. I had
never thought this was what I would want to do.”
But it would mean a shorter commute. Plus,
Kloepper had children of her own by then, and she
wanted to be nearby for them.
So, 23 years ago, she took the leap into OB
nursing. And she’s still there.
“You kind of grow into yourself and learn more
about who you are as you get older,” Kloepper
said, thankful she never went into accounting. “I
love people. I like to talk to people. I’m a caregiver.”
She feels blessed and privileged to have the job

Two nurses work each shift. Kloepper works 12hour shifts, five days one week and three days the
next week. She goes in at 6:45 a.m. to get the
report from the night shift. Then she and the other
day shift nurse decide who will care for which
patients.
After getting the full report on her day’s patients,
Kloepper goes in to assess them herself. But, “If
the mom’s asleep, I don’t wake the mom up,”
Kloepper explained. “Chances are she’s been up
with her baby in the night.”
An assessment includes talking to the mom, taking her vital signs, listening to her heart, and checking her reflexes. Kloepper also checks for swelling
or bleeding.
Then she takes the baby to the nursery to check
the vital signs. Additional tests depend on the
baby’s age. If the baby is about 24 hours old,
Kloepper will do a hearing test, a congenital heart
defect test, a lab test, a heel stick, and metabolic
disorders test.
She’ll also pass out needed medications.
Then she repeats the assessment process at
noon and at four o’clock.
“And all this time I’m charting, charting, charting,
charting, and charting,” Kloepper said, “charting
everything.”
Her job also includes educating new moms about
breastfeeding, diaper changing, and baby baths.
It’s a different routine for labor patients, though.
Then Kloepper is checking the patient’s dilation,
talking to the doctor, monitoring contraction medicine, and watching the fetal heartrate monitor.
After the delivery, Kloepper has more to do.
“Sometimes you have to do resuscitation on the
baby or help the mom out if she’s bleeding. There
are all kinds of crazy things that can happen.”
But at a small hospital, Koepper does more than
just care for her patients.

“I feel like it’s the perfect fit for me,” she said. “It
feels like I’m fulfilling my purpose. A lot of people
think, ‘Oh, OB, it’s such a wonderful place—you get
to hold babies all day!’”
It is a wonderful place, she acknowledged, but
not always. Often, she doesn’t even get to hold the
babies, who are with their moms. But mostly, “when
it’s sad in OB, it’s extraordinarily and heart-breakingly sad.” Every difficult situation leaves a mark on
the OB nurse that she’ll remember.
Having a family of her own has made Kloepper
more empathetic with her patients.
“You’ve been through it and know more about
what they’re thinking,” she said. “Not only with the
labor and the baby, but also with being a new mom
in general.”
Pregnancy and delivery also bring different postpartum feelings. Her own experience with some of
those issues has helped her better educate her
patients on depression and other situations they
might have.
“Some people get really stressed out about the
way things are going,” Kloepper said. But as her
own children have helped her learn what’s important in life, she’s been able to help her patients.
Maybe a patient has to have a C-section she
doesn’t want, or maybe she can’t breastfeed as
she planned. Kloepper encourages the patient to
step back and look at the bigger picture.
“I kind of let go of that haveto-have everything a certain
way,” Kloepper said. “Because
when you have kids, nothing
is perfect. It’s made me a
more real person and a more
humble person, and better
able to meet the needs of
some of my patients.”

Heidi with her grandson,
Elliot Hidalgo

1060 North Hartland Road
White River Jct., VT 05001

1-800-888-7085 • Fax: 802-296-7771
www.allansvending.com

“A lot of bigger hospitals will have a person to
answer the phone, answer the doorbell, and type
up the birth certificates,” Kloepper said, but in her
department, it’s just the two nurses who work that
shift.
Her day ends at 7:15 p.m., but that time isn’t
guaranteed. “I’ve left at 10 o’clock at night because
I had a really busy day, and I didn’t get charting
done. So I had to stay over to complete it.”
But she loves her job.

Serving all Faiths • Established in 1854
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Traditional Burial or Cremation Services

Thomas G. LaBerge, Funeral Director
84 Broad Street | Portsmouth, NH
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Donna Huffman, LPN, Retired
By Cathy Shouse - a non-fiction journalist and author, and romance novelist

Donna Huffman
retired three years
ago as an LPN.
Although Huffman
isn’t working in the
field anymore, her
extensive experience
is fresh in her mind.
She’s also thought
back with some perspective, analyzed
her various positions, because one of her daughters is considering becoming a nurse.
“I am now 60 years old. I was a nurse for 26+
years,” she said. “I have been married to my husband, Gerry (pronounced Gary), for 40 years. We
have two beautiful married daughters, Stefanie, 37,
and Brittney, 34. No grandchildren yet. Hobbies or
things I like doing are crafting, wedding planning,
floral design, and cake decorating. These came in
real handy when planning my daughters’ weddings,
as I made everything for them.”
When she went into nursing, the career and
opportunities were different from today. But her
reason, which was to serve others, has remained.
“I was 28 years old when I decided I wanted to
pursue a nursing career,” Huffman said, “It was
when my father was diagnosed with lung cancer
and I had traveled across the country to see him
several times in that year. He at one time was
involved in a single car auto accident and I had
traveled to see him. It was then, while he was in
the hospital, that I saw how the nurses treated him
and my family during that difficult time, that I wanted to enter the nursing field so I could make others
feel as comfortable as my dad’s nurses made us
feel.”
She applied and was accepted to a Licensed
Practical Nursing program at a local career center.
She started school in the fall of 1989, approximately one year after her father’s passing. The school
curriculum consisted of nine months of in-classroom instruction and nine months of on- the-floor
clinicals. It was a continuous instruction for more
than 18 months.
Huffman’s education was the beginning of a long
and fulfilling career, which included some struggles
along the way, as is common in many employment
situations. Her advice to her daughter is to make
some choices differently from some of the decisions she made.
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“My youngest daughter has been wanting to find
a career that will challenge her,” Huffman said.
“Even though she obtained a BS degree, she feels
she needs something different. She had talked with
me about what I felt about the nursing career. She
has been well aware of my trials and tribulations
throughout my career and felt this is something
she might want to pursue. She is currently taking
her online prerequisites that she did not have, and
then will start clinicals when the time is right for
them financially. I have told her that it would be in
her best interest to obtain an RN, since LPN’s in
our state are not getting the jobs they deserve.
She currently lives out-of-state, however I told her I
still feel she would be better off with an RN.”
To clarify Huffman’s position, she provided some
highlights of the ups and downs of her career. She
explained what worked well for her and what was
difficult. One of her changes in employment was
due to an unexpected tragedy, and showed the
potentially vulnerable position a nurse working
closely with one physician can be in. In Huffman’s
situation, she was working in a surgeon’s practice.
“After obtaining my state license I started work
at a hospital working nights, so I could still see and
do things with my children who were young at that
time,” she said. “After two years I moved to the
outpatient sector working days, which fit better for
my home life. It was outpatient surgery for hand,
plastic and reconstructive surgery. I had advanced
after a year to being a private scrub nurse for a
plastic surgeon. After working in an outpatient facility and for two different plastic surgeons, my surgery career came to an abrupt halt after the last
plastic surgeon I had been working for passed
away from a terminal illness. Needless to say, I
was devasted because I knew I would not be able
to find that type of work anywhere. I ended up in a
couple of offices feeling I had taken a huge step
back. Neither were challenging and neither cared
about the employees the way I had experienced in
my 20+ years as a private scrub nurse.”
Something that surprised her over the years is
that the role of LPN changed, at least in her experience. The field changed too, and additional education has become vital to have a more satisfying
career, she believes.
“Being an LPN it not as important today as it
was 30 years ago,” she said. “LPN’s were as vital
as an RN. They are not being hired by hospitals,
either on the floor caring for patients or in the operating rooms, assisting in surgery. The only place
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that LPN’s are valued is in long term care facilities.
This is very surprising since they continue to say
there is a shortage of nurses.”
Huffman said she faced many challenges in her
career. There were many rewards as well.
“My biggest challenge was going to an office
setting of family practice and learning a whole new
way that system worked,” she said. “It also was
challenging because I now worked for a large business and not the small business I had been used
to for 20+ years.
“On the rewards, I had received notes of appreciation from patients that were glad I was there to
talk them through the procedure they were about
to have done,” she said.” And to translate what the
doctor had told them, since he was from another
country and English wasn’t his native language.
“This physician was more of a reconstructive
surgeon, meaning he liked to reconstruct severely
injured hands as well as reconstruct a woman’s
breast after mastectomy. This is where my greatest
reward came from. I got to know these women
very well as they were in the office weekly during
the whole reconstructive process. We all got to
know each other very well and it was such a joy to
see these women from the most devasting time in
their life go through this process and come out
stronger than ever and they were very vocal and
so glad I was there with them through the whole
process.”
She said, from her perspective, the profession is
very different from when she started. The biggest
change she and her former colleagues see is that
nurses are being asked to do more than ever for
patients. What they’re doing isn’t always appreciated by their employers.
“The profession has definitely changed over the
years… Nurses are asked to do a lot of paperwork, whether it be new mandates from the state
or new guidelines and new procedures from the
employers.”
But she wouldn’t trade the positive experiences
she had, and will always be an LPN at heart. Her
email address she uses even indicates the career
she’s now retired from. Like so many dedicated
members in her field, she was once an LPN and
will always be.
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Happiness Positively Impacts Health
By Cathy Shouse - a non-fiction journalist and author, and romance novelist

Studies have shown a range of health advantages to being happy, from sleeping better, to making beneficial diet and exercise choices. Being
happier can reduce stress, and may boost your
immune system, protect your heart, and reduce
pain. A positive outlook could even help you live
longer, according to Healthline.com
(https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/happinessand-health)
But learning how to be happier is not always
simple, and it turns out that being happy may be
easier said than done. Author, mentor and speaker
Alena Chapman has dedicated her life to helping
others discover their true desires and create
happy, fulfilling lives.
First of all, just defining happiness can be challenging. But since finding her own answers through
surviving her life struggles, Chapman has been
sharing her thoughts on the subject of happiness.

and celebrate the joy and abundance they
deserve.”
Before she could help others with happiness,
she had to go on a journey to help herself.
“It was in my loneliest, most unhappy time in my
life that I found myself on a country road declaring
that I wanted to live a happy life,” she said. “As my
decision became stronger, I yelled it out. This was
my turning point – my decision! The next morning,
I walked into a bookstore and on the table right in
front of me was a book called, How to Live a
Happy Life. Thus began my happy life.”
Chapman said after a person makes a firm decision to be happy, there are ways to help themselves enter into a life of happiness.
“Every day, do something that makes you
happy,” she said. “It doesn’t have to be big, just
something that makes you smile. This could be
taking a walk in the park on a spring day or reading a really good book or allowing yourself to
laugh.”
She said to turn off the TV, Facebook, and
Twitter and turn on some good, happy, rhythmfilled music. Sing, dance or simply enjoy the music
at home or driving in the car. Music can change
our mood, bring up our vibration and help us enjoy
living.

“When I hear or read the word happiness, I feel
joy,” she said. “It usually means: how to be happy
or create happiness in our lives. To me, happiness
is inner contentment and sureness. Happiness is
not something we find. It is not something that is
given to us. Happiness is a decision. We have to
decide to be happy.”
Chapman’s book, Prison Effect: Discover How
You Are Blocking Your Own Happiness and Break
Free to Abundance and Joy in Life, was released
in 2017. (for info.: www.soulmanifesto.com)
“After learning how to break free from my own
self-imposed prison, I began to teach the concepts
and tools to others,” she said. “I was amazed with
the positive change everyone was experiencing
with each class. This was when I decided to write
my first book, which led to speaking and mentoring. Now I help guide thousands into their authoritative control so they can be the master of their life

“Get into the spirit of life,” she said. “Everything
you do, get involved in it. Too often we are either
worried about what is to come or regretting something in the past. Start enjoying and fully living
what is happening in the NOW. You will be amazed
with what you have been missing.
“We create our reality and our lives by our
thoughts and intentions,” she said. “If we allow ourselves to focus on the negative side of life then we
create the sadness and heaviness in our lives. If
we tend to see problems in every situation or carry
anger in our hearts, then we will see and experience the problems and anger. Please do not misunderstand. It is not burying your head in the sand.
However, it is seeing the best of any situation and
moving forward in a way that you feel is best to
create the best in the near future.”
Chapman recognizes that there a lot of unhappy
people, and some of them may be influenced by
the culture they live in and maybe some have gotten into negative habits of thoughts and actions.

To all of the businesses who advertise
in this publication, we wish to thank
you for showing your support for the
nurses and all they have given, and
continue to give, to the community.
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“I think everyone wants to be truly happy,” she
said. “However, we have, as a society, accepted so
many concepts, common sayings or beliefs to the
contrary. The belief that life must be hard, or that
we must struggle, are concepts many of us carry in
our hearts. So we endure situations and circumstances that make us unhappy because that is life.
This belief really doesn’t make sense if you look at
it from a higher perspective. Why would anyone
decide to come to this earth to be sad, angry, worried or depressed? Wouldn’t we want an experience of learning, enjoying and really living to be
the reason for being born? I know I would!”
Chapman said that women especially have
some special circumstances that can stand in the
way of their happiness. There are expectations that
weigh some down, either because of what is projected onto them by others or, their own internal
thoughts.
“So often, as women, we tend to feel we must
sacrifice our time, feelings and ourselves to others,” she said. “What we don’t realize is that if we
keep giving, we can become depleted. However, if
we treat ourselves well, and create happiness in
our lives, we spread this to all those around us. As
a mother of three amazing boys, I see the benefit
of my own happiness in their lives. It really does
make a difference in the way I parent and the
enjoyment I get from spending time with them.
What I see as the biggest benefit is that all three of
my children now feel and continue to focus on living a life full of happiness. It really comes down to
that we cannot give what we do not have within
ourselves. We owe it to ourselves, those around us
and our world to be happy!”
She emphasized that a big part of being happy
is deciding to be happy. Thinking that others have
things easier, and have cause to be happier, is
often deceiving one’s self. Everyone faces challenges, so it is attitude that makes the difference.
“Thoughts are intentions,” she said. “Thoughts
create our feelings and our actions. Our actions
create our results. So doesn’t it make sense that if
we chose happiness to be our intention, then we
will do things to increase our propensity to be
happy, and that the result would be that we would
become happy? Makes sense.”
Excerpts of this article appeared in a 2017 issue
of Glo magazine.
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Kristina Crespo, Physician Assistant Student
By Cathy Shouse - a non-fiction journalist and author, and romance novelist

Kristina Crespo was introduced to her career
path through a very personal experience. Her
grandmother was diagnosed with early onset
Alzheimer’s and schizophrenia when Crespo was a
first grader, and moved in with her, her brother and
her parents. Over many years, Crespo took on
more of her grandmother’s care until her passing
many years later.
Fast forward to today and Crespo, age 20, is in
her third year of schooling, on a track to earn a
Physician Assistant degree in five years of study.
She and her classmates are in a cohort as they
move through the program together.
“We will all graduate May 2020 with a bachelor’s
degree in health science, and start physician assistant (PA) school together this May and graduate in
May 2022. So it’s three years advanced undergraduate and then two years of PA school,” she said.
“My cohort has 27 people in it as of right now.”
“Growing up, I always
knew I wanted to work
in the medical field,” she
said. “The very idea of
taking care of others
and treating them
seemed like a dream
job to me. Over the
years I grew more loving of the healthcare
field, but more interested in palliative care. Palliative care is comfort care
for people who are at the end of their life. This
change in focus was mainly due to helping care for
my grandmother in our home for almost my entire
adolescent stage.”
Crespo’s mother was committed to at-home care,
partly because she worked in the healthcare field
and felt strongly that someone who was ill should
be cared for at home.
“As a result of her living with us, that meant a
huge responsibility for my family and me to always
make sure someone was with her at all times to
ensure her safety,” Crespo said. “Originally, if my
parents were busy, this was my brother’s responsibility since he is 6 years older than me, but eventually my family taught me how to care for her before
he left for college when I was in 7th grade.”
As her grandmother’s disease progressed, caring for her took a greater level of involvement.
When nurses came in to help, Crespo learned from
them.
“Once my brother left, I felt as if I owed it to my
family to ‘step up’ and help them more often,” she
said. “My mother worked a lot and my dad had
some physical restrictions due to an injury, so they
needed my assistance with her as she became
more sick over the years. So I would watch and
learn from my grandmother’s physical therapists,
nurses, and personal caregivers when they would
come to the house. Soon enough, I was helping
her shower daily, brushing her hair, and painting
her nails upon her request. She always liked to
look her best, and I wanted to make sure I could
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help her do that. As her sickness progressed, I
would wake up and help my dad feed her breakfast
and change her diaper, and I would resume my
helping role after I got home from school and her
caregiver went home.
“This created such an amazing bond between
my grandmother and me, but also with her medical
team,” Crespo said. “I made a very special bond
with a particular nurse named Mary. She cared
deeply about my family and grandma’s wellbeing
and motivated me to try my ‘true calling’ in life by
paying close attention to the medical team that
would come to our home, and to learn from them.
From this I learned about how to properly shower,
lift, and give medication to someone who was completely reliant on others. These were all new and
much harder tasks than I had ever completed
before, but I knew that she was getting proper care
when I was home with her. As time went on, my
grandma had orders for bedrest and wheel chair
only, because she had lost all muscle in her body.
At 4 foot 11, she only weighed 77 pounds due to
her body shutting down. She could no longer communicate with me, walk, or move any part of her
body. I knew as her granddaughter this is when she
needed me the most, but also when she needed
the most love and support from her family as well.”
The caretakers for her grandmother were also
guiding Crespo through the late stages of the disease and how to handle what was to come.
“They never teach you how to handle this transition, but Mary said to me ‘some people have it and
they just know what to do, some people lack the
instinct.’ I followed that piece of advice, and I still
do. I would go with my dad and take her outside in
her chair so she didn’t just stay in the room and I
would talk to her endlessly to make her feel as if
there was always conversation. Mary always told
me that a huge part of patient care goes beyond
the physical needs of a patient, and that you
always need to care for their soul as well. She
showed me exactly what it was like to have professionalism and compassion when working with
patients and their family members. While I was only
a freshman in high school, I knew I wanted to care
for people in a similar way once I graduated.
“My sophomore year my grandma needed to be
placed on hospice care, which was something I
was not very familiar with,” Crespo continued.
“Hospice is end of life palliative treatment which
was hard for me to accept, but seeing her condition
I felt like it was the best thing for her. Palliative care
is based solely on comfort and not on treating the
patient's illness. This meant if she got sick we
would only give her morphine so she wouldn’t feel
pain, and we would not give her any antibiotics if
she got any infection. Making this decision was the
hardest thing my family and me ever had to do
together, but it was time to let go. This type of care
ensures no more suffering by prolonging life and
also avoiding any sort of pain entirely. My grandma
ended up being on hospice for a few years, and
eventually she passed away due to her Alzheimer’s
disease. I remember the day she passed away I
still felt her spirit with me, knowing she was in a
better place. It was comforting for my family to

know we were letting her body take its own course
on her life in our own home.”
Crespo continues to think about the elderly and
the struggles they have. She wants to be part of
the solution.
“In my opinion, the elderly are a very fragile
cohort in today’s world. When I was thinking about
all of this, I knew I wanted to be a voice for people
who did not have one, exactly how my family acted
for my grandmother. I realized how lucky I was to
not only spend my adolescence with my grandma,
but also how lucky I was to find my career path by
caring for someone I love. Mary was the first
woman to motivate me to find something that I
loved to do in the healthcare field, but that would
also challenge me in many ways more than
scholastically. When trying to pick a major for college I felt very lost. The medical world is filled with
opportunities, and I just was uncertain of which one
was for me. Mary asked me what my ideal day at
work looked like and I explained that I really wanted patient care, but also to work with others in
order to improve patient care. Mary suggested the
career of physician assistant (PA). After researching it, I felt like it was a perfect fit for me because it
allows me to work with a massive team of providers
to improve care and also still have patient contact.
Ultimately, when applying to colleges, I only looked
into schools with a PA program. This was the only
reason I applied to the university I’ve chosen,
which has changed my life in many significant
ways.”
As Crespo goes through her training, her grandmother continues to be on her mind and their experience together guides her.
“A year after my grandma passed away, I had to
find my first field experience for the PA program. I
looked into many places, and the one I was least
intrigued in was the one I received the most hours
for. At the time, I was still hurting over my grandmother’s passing, so I was hoping to find a more
positive shadowing experience. I ended up working
every day for two weeks in a surgical cancer center, which was a blessing in disguise. While at first,
I was scared that it would be too dreary, it helped
confirm that my calling was working in hospice or
uplifting people with terminal illness. While not
everyone there was terminally ill, they all needed
similar support in knowing we would be there for
them until the end, if that was the case.”
Crespo met a gentleman there who was stage 4
inoperable, meaning hospice was his only option.
Because of her background, she was able to help
him and his wife handle some of the fear. She had
been where they were.
“I felt so at ease with this situation because I
knew exactly what they were going through, and I
felt like this was my calling,” she said. “I finished
talking and was on my way out and was told that I
had a very comforting soul and that I will be a great
healthcare provider. That small comment meant the
world to me, and I felt confident that my grandma
would be proud of me for using what I learned to
comfort another person.”

